Walking in Circles around Stonehenge - April 2018

Walking in Circles around Stonehenge
DAY ONE (Friday 27th April 2018)
5 head for the Stones – Wood and Stonehenge (8.6 miles)

Mike provided this quote to whet our appetites for surveying large stones adorning the landscape of
our forthcoming Expo …
History cannot tell us [who erected the standing stones], for its records do not reach
beyond the dawn of our civilization. But before that dawn there was the twilight of
another civilization. History may ignore it; folk-lore may move in circles; nevertheless the
vestiges remain. Great stones on the uplands and green ways winding across the chalk
bear witness to the works of an ancient people long since fallen on sleep.
- Dion Fortune in ‘Avalon of the Heart’

The excitement and anticipation of exploring iconic prehistoric mysterious standing stone
arrangements would not be felt by Mick. On the other hand, I found it difficult to sleep on this the
dawn of the latest voyage of discovery; an Expo walking weekend around Stonehenge.
As on previous occasions, I sped off in the early hours to meet up with Mike and Mick leaving the
Lotus undercover at Roger’s by 06:20 am. Mike had volunteered to drive his new car (a Ford
Kuga) which was somewhat smaller than the S-Max. The limited luggage capacity had been
solved by the addition of a roof box, so there were no restrictions on walking accessories (sticks,
tripods and in the case of Mick, plenty of reading material in case he did not find the stones
riveting).
One more walker was picked up at Brentwood, and he was duly shoe horned into the back of the
Mike mobile with me sardine sandwiched between him and Rog. With only a few millimetres to
stretch out and shift around, numbing paralysis would surely soon set in and this made the comfort
stop not just a convenience, but a vital
necessity. Fortunately our destination was only
a couple of hours away so we made the best of
it and tried hard not to mention
“claustrophobia” to Roger. I may have let
this word slip out once inadvertently – the
resulting panic was slightly relieved by making
the sunroof visible and opening the window.
We arrived at Woodhenge in good time for the
start of the day’s walk.

Steve waits for his leg to straighten;
and Roger cannot bend to pick up his stick
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Mike checks to see whether it is just perspective that makes the rear seating capacity
appear to be non-compliant with three fully groaning veteran walkers

The rain that had been forecast to move up from the south had not yet hit, so as we set off next to a
coach load of tourists under a continuous cover of grey clouds which would remain with us for the
rest of the weekend. But with not one, but two henges ahead of us there would be spectacles a plenty
to compensate for the inclement weather; the first was literally just a stone’s throw away from the
car park (how did I know that one was coming?).
Mike’s car

Woodhenge – one small step from the car park – one giant leap of imagination required
Have they lost interest in Woodhenge already?
No – Steve has an aerial view of the site on his phone
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The site consists of six concentric oval rings of
postholes, the outermost being about 43 by 40
metres wide. They are surrounded first by a
single flat-bottomed ditch and then by an
outer bank, The ditch has been dated to
between 2470 and 2000 BC which would be
about the same time as, or slightly later than
construction of the stone circle at Stonehenge.
Here’s one we envisaged a lot earlier ….

Woodhenge was identified from an aerial
photograph taken by Squadron Leader Gilbert
Insall VC in 1926.Oh I have a copy here…

Car park(2018)
Woodhenge (1926)

Gilbert Insall’s aerial photograph of Woodhenge (1926) … no Matthew this was not taken from a drone!
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A cropped circle … oh good grief!

Just in case the excitement of seeing Stonehenge was too much for us, we headed off to Durrington
Walls and a more modest stone laying in a field; the Cuckoo Stone.
Just imagine flying your drone 4500 years ago. This is what the Durrington settlement may have
looked like….

Durrington settlement (2500 BC)

It was probably where the builders of Stonehenge lived. The walls of the small houses were made of
chalk cob, a mixture of chalk, water and straw. The large chalk bank that sweeps around the
settlement is known as a henge and was built about 50 years after the houses were abandoned.

Durrington Wall (2500 BC) – Mick on his mobile (2018 AD)
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Just in case you need to keep up with the locations we covered on the first day, here is a handy site
map I borrowed from a local sign (it seems to be a bit wet)…

Local site map [Woodhenge, Durrington Walls, Cuckoo Stone, Cursus, Visitor Centre, Stonehenge]

The route tracked by Roger’s GPS (starting at Woodhenge on right)

Right, let’s get back to those interesting stones. Next on the agenda was the Cuckoo Stone; this
natural sarsen stone lays just a few metres from where it once stood upright. It was the subject of
rituals and ceremonies from the Neolithic period to Roman times (well they did not have mobile
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phones in those days). How do you know all this? It was on the information display board and I
have a photographic memory. Oh, that’s amazing. Not really, it was only 2.71 MegaByte.

Pay attention: Cuckoo Stone (right) and Sheep (left)

On the way to the Cursus
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Stonehenge Cursus and early Neolithic long barrow by Philip Crocker (1812)

The Stonehenge Cursus was built by farmers 5500 years ago; the purpose of this 1.7 mile long
construction of mounds and ditches remains uncertain. The ignorant walkers arrived at the
Stonehenge visitor’s centre at lunch time just as the rain started. We found some cover under the
building’s strange roof which had patterned holes in it for decoration, Very artistic but defeated its
primary
purpose
of
keeping outside tables
dry.
After lunch it was time
for our date with destiny;
Stonehenge itself, and
just to show how difficult
it was to move the stones,
Steve tried his hand at
moving one by himself …
Modern man’s failed attempt at rolling stones
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Stonehenge Friday 27th April 2018 AD

We had a hard decision to make at this point. Do we pay £21 each (how much?) to enter the
Stonhenge site, or do we view Stonehenge from the surrounding fence which was just a stone’s
throw from Stonehenge? Er excuse me … you have already made that joke – I know but I think
Mick nodded off the first time around – good point, any interesting facts about Stonehenge? Why
yes… two types of stone were used to construct Stonehenge. The biggest ones, called sarsens, are
up to 30 feet (9 meters) tall and weigh an average of 25 tons. They are thought to have been
transported from the Marlborough Downs, a distance of 20 miles to the north. It took five hundred
men just to pull each sarsen, plus a hundred more to dash around positioning the rollers (no wonder
Steve had problems by himself). The smaller stones, known as bluestones, weigh up to 4 tons and
come from western Wales. Some of them appear to have been transported 140 miles.

Rewind 4500 years: Stonehenge about 2500 BC (nice to see they had some blue sky in this artist’s rendition)
… no Matthew this was not taken from a drone! … no, the camera was not strapped to a Raven’s leg
… and no, they did not have cameras 4500 years ago
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Heel Stone
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Exit stingy Stonehenge story stage left

Having snapped up Stonehenge without paying the collective £105 entrance fee it was time to make
good our escape (not that anyone felt guilty of course). “Oi you there, yes you in last year’s nonmatching walking attire. Come back here and pay for them there photos you just took! These stones
don’t look after themselves you know. We have to bus hundreds of tourists from the Visitor Centre
every ten minutes just to make ends meet. Don’t walk away from me when I am trying to justify
the exorbitant entrance fee! Oi you with the expensive looking tripod come back here this instant. Right that does it, I’ll report
you in the next expo write up. Oi you with the funny hat …”

My imagined Stonehenge park warden’s voice faded into the distance as we strolled down the path
and melted into the scenery beyond; I think we may have just gotten away with it. Moving swiftly
onwards towards King Barrow ridge, I looked back at Stonehenge and the A303. Proposals for a
£1.6 billion two mile tunnel to hide this traffic have recently been made –watch this space.

A303 to be buried?
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King Barrow’s subjects – note from Gandalf: next time let’s all look at one camera

The first day’s walking was complete, but there was still the small matter of who would have the
best rooms at the cottage and (more worryingly) which two of us would have to share a room (there
were four rooms available but five of
us). Steve had booked two cottages
(converted cow sheds) at Bromham
and felt that a free and fair process
was to draw straws; he even brought
along a set of straws each with a bed
assignment rolled up inside.

Room selection process aka Steve’s magic trick (look, those straws are not quite equal in length!)

Too late for any objections, And the resulting allocation of rooms was as follows .. (drum roll)….
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We each picked a straw and unravelled our respective mystery room assignments.
After some confusion it became clear
Andy (hoorah!)
that Mick and Roger had drawn the
metaphorical short straw in that they
were a share a twin room in Byres
Roger (boo!)
Cottage 2. Magically Mike and
Steve had secured their own room in
Mick (boo!)
Byres Cottage 3 and I had somehow
been allocated a double bed and a room
to myself in Cottage 2 (next door to
Steve (hoorah!)
the unhappy couple). Of course this
did not go down too well in certain
quarters with sore disgruntled losers
Mike (hoorah!)
making wild accusations of straw
rigging – I still don’t know how Steve managed it – I think he must have been practicing one of
his infamous magic tricks with a straw tucked up his sleeve.
The previous occupants in Cottage 3 had switched off the heating, so I made my way quietly to the
warm palatial room where I would be assured of a good night’s
sleep oblivious to the nocturnal shenanigans that would take
place next door – they said it would never last.
Some of us needed some good news. Apart from a nice sponge
cake in each cottage courtesy of the owner Bridget, there was an
evening at the Westbrook public house (just a short stroll down
the road) to look forward to. Would this be enough to lighten the
mood of the snoring duo – well it went a little way.
We returned to our respective cottages – it had been a long day
and many of us needed a good night sleep to recover. Steve had
his night cap (whiskey) and my two neighbours tried to settle
into their deceptively small twin room. At about 12:30 the
snoring got too much for Roger and he dragged his mattress into
the lounge where he lay awake for several hours well short of his
usual sleep quota,
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Guess who did not get their own room

The (not so) happy couple (now separated)

DAY TWO (Saturday 28th April 2018)
Avebury, Silbury Hill, West Kennet Long Barrow,
Sanctuary (8.3 miles)

The occupants of Cottage 2 awoke to find Roger nestled on
his mattress in the lounge area. This was quite a surprise to
me – I thought for a moment he had fallen over as he sat
there sipping his morning tea in his pyjamas. We headed
next door for the breakfast gathering and munched our way
through healthy breakfast cereals (no full English Youth
Hostel breakfasts were available on this trip).Again it was
still a grey day – but there were a few more stones to explore
at Avebury …

14 car park (free to NT members – i.e. not Roger?)
Good morning : “Welcome to Avebury” National Trust

Two ancient relics from the past
(now there’s an ambiguous caption)

In the voice of Jeremy Clarkson: Some say that it is just an overrated rockery but little did we
know that Avebury is home to the largest prehistoric stone circles… in the world.

Static Stones (0 to 0 mph in 4500 years)
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Aerial view of Avebury (no Matthew, this is not taken from a drone) – aligned with the help of Google Earth (not a drone!)

Roger regrets the previous days ten mile horse riding excursion
(you just made that up didn’t you – yes, it was fake news - Roger always stands like that – stop it!)

After we had exhausted all the possible views at Avebury (don’t tell me – no stone was left
unturned?) we headed away down what was probably once a processional route flanked either side by
even more stones. This ancient path seemed to hold no weight for modern day road planners who
decided that the road should run straight through it.
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Strolling down Stone Avenue in a processional manner
(I would never have guessed that name)

Avebury

Avebury to Silbury Hill (before you ask, no Matthew)
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Massive man-made Silbury Hill comes into view

Silbury Hill is a prehistoric artificial chalk mound; it is the tallest prehistoric man-made mound
in Europe and one of the largest… in the world, similar in size to some of the smaller Egyptian
pyramids. The 40 metre high hill was constructed in several stages between 2400–2300 BC and
is composed mainly of chalk and clay excavated from the surrounding area. The base of the hill is
circular and 167 metres in diameter. Archaeologists calculate that it took 18 million man-hours to
deposit and shape 248,000 cubic metres of earth and fill.
Our path skirted around
Silbury Hill some distance
from its base, At the end of
this path there was a wide
expanse of boggy ground which
was nearly impassable. The
water came up to the top of
our boots but we managed to
tip toe across to dry land.

Mick takes some tentative steps through flooded path
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Silbury Hill from West Kennet Long Barrow

Our next port of call was the West Kennet Long Barrow, a Neolithic tomb or barrow, situated on a
prominent chalk ridge. The construction of the Barrow commenced about 3600 BC, which is 400
years before the first
stage of Stonehenge
was built.
The passage of time
also told us that it
was time for lunch
and for Roger to
misdirect some tourists
to the Sanctuary.

A tomb with a view
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The final Neolithic site of the day was the Sanctuary on
Overton Hill close to the route of the prehistoric Ridgeway
route. Hopefully we would not be meeting up with disgruntled
tourists who had been misdirected by Roger. Four concentric
rings of post holes, and two outer rings of standing stones were
first noted in 1648, Excavation in 1930 re-identified the
location of the 58 stone sockets and 62 post-holes, the
locations of which are now marked with concrete blocks.
The Sanctuary

Expo 2500 BC – Steve’s ancestor lines up his mates for a group etching and leave his stick behind

Standing stone still - Expo 2018 AD – Steve lines up his mates for a group photo
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There were some strange looking characters about but we could not really complain about that…

Nowt stranger than folk (note that Steve is stickless)

We crossed the road from the Santuary and joined a small section of the Ridgeway. Just for future
reference I took a snap of a sign detailing the Ridgeway route…

We walked about 100 yards of the 87 mile Ridgeway

Steve managed to walk along the Ridgeway further than the rest of us. Why? He suddenly realised
something was missing – he had left his stick at the Sanctuary. Stickless Steve rushed unaided
back to retrieve his beloved stick, a disaster narrowly averted.
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The fields next to the Ridgeway provided some more photographic opportunities for some monotonic
landscapes.

Getting the correct field of view

Tractor tracks
Steve confirms this is the case and identifies the model, engine size and what the farmer had for breakfast
That’s not quite true is it … err.. No.
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The route tracked by Roger’s GPS
Avebury - Silbury Hill - West Kennet Long Barrow - Sanctuary

We returned to the cottages and helped Mike and Steve polish off their sponge cake. It was the
least they could do as they
had the best cottage with a
splendid view from the
lounge overlooking fields.
We even spotted a couple of
deer from their window.
Mick had booked a table at
the Greyhound pub at
Bronham, a short drive
away.

Green with envy : the splendid view from Cottage 3

The Cottage owners dropped off 5 bottles of beer by way of compensation for not having the heating
on in Cottage 3 when we arrived. Of course the Cottage 2 occupants would help dispose of this
unexpected bonus.
By way of another compensation, Mick volunteered to sleep in the lounge so that Roger would be
able to get some decent rest without being disturbed by snoring.
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DAY THREE (Sunday 29th April 2018)
Martin’s Circuit (6.4 mile)

The last day of the Expo weekend
dawned and we convened again for
breakfast at Cottage 3. Roger
chomped his way through more
Alpen, expending quite a few
calories in the process, hopefully
with a net gain in energy level.
For this day’s walk, Steve had
arranged to meet up with his twin
brother Martin, who lives locally.

Breakfast for 5 at Cottage 3

The plan was to do a walk around Marlborough Downs. This was a fitting destination as you will
already know if you have been paying attention, the large sarsen stones at Stonehenge are assumed
to have come from sources on the Marlborough Downs. According to my records I had not seen
Martin since an Expo to Wasdale on July 15th 1993 when I sat in the back of Steve’s car with
Steve and Martin in the front. That is 25 years ago!

Marlborough Downs route tracked by Roger’s GPS
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Our first set of stones of the day was the Devil’s Den, an ancient burial chamber located on
Fyfield Hill. Two standing stones, a capstone and two fallen stones are all that remain of what
was the entrance to a long mound, described in the 1920s as being around 230 ft long. The
capstone is believed to weigh 17 tons. The burial chamber was reconstructed in 1921.

Devil’s Den; Steve (blue hat) and Martin (black hat)

Surveying sarsens stones
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Martin had brought along a crystal ball, which acted like a portable wide angle lens, and also
inverting the image.

Martin’s crystal ball (inverted view)

I can see into the future now – yes you will all squeeze into a Kuga, no problem
And yes – you will soon meet four inquisitive beings who will find you fascinating
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Hang on – there’s something wrong with Martin’s crystal bull!

Mick inspects interesting field of stones
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I was telling Steve how I had sold my Triumph GT6 to a farmer’s son at Hungerford – I
realised a short while later I had actually been telling Martin about this …

On reflection Steve and his brother still look the same to me
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Expo Diaries: Behind the scenes
(To be read in the voice of David Attenborough)
You would have thought, wouldn’t you, that the dazzling array of photographs displayed following
the regular ventures into the wilderness would be easy to come by. But creating that unique hitherto
imagined composition can be a challenge, particularly when rival photographers are in the vicinity
stalking similar scenes of outstanding beauty.
So it’s here in the wondrous landscape of Neolithic antiquities; in the shadow of the lives of long
forgotten civilisations that we witness the extreme lengths that some will go to in search of their
elusive goal. But beware – you may think you have discovered a novel technique to outwit your
adversaries – but the truth is, they will be watching and scrutinising your every move. Any
perceived advantage, small as it may seem, will be imitated without a moment’s shame or remorse.

The photographers in this photograph wish to remain anonymous – do you agree Roger and Mick? Doh!
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“See you next time”

The End
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